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ANOTHER BACONIAN CIPHER
OME seven years ago the * LIBRARY '
'published an article in which the
writer endeavoured to show that Mrs.
Gallop's application of Bacon's bi-
literal cipher was a work of pure
imagination. This article fell into the hands of
Mr. William Stone Booth, an American gentleman,
who, if not perhaps a thorough-going * Baconian,'
was at least a believer in the probability of cryptic
literary activity on Bacon's part. The article did
at least so much good that it either raised or con-
firmed his doubts concerning the rationality of the
various ciphers and cryptograms that have from
time to time been discovered in the works of
Bacon's contemporaries. He appears, however, to
have been impelled by a perhaps sub-conscious
conviction that cryptogram of some sort there must
be, to undertake a search on his own account. He
had not sought long before he found what he
wanted, and a sumptuous volume of six hundred
odd pages, imperial o&avo, is the result.1
1
 Some Acrostic Signatures of Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam
of Verulam, Viscount St. Alban, together with some others, all
of which are now for the first time deciphered and published by
William Stone Booth. London, Constable; Boston and New
York, Mifflin. 1909. Imp. 8vo, xii. + 631 pp. 25/. net.
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ANOTHER BACONIAN CIPHER. 419
There is an interesting contrast between Mrs.
Gallop's work and Mr. Booth's. Mrs. Gallop
claimed to have discovered a cipher depending on
certain differences of type, which nobody else was
able to deteft. Granted the faCts she alleged, there
was no reasonable doubt as to their interpretation.
If the cipher was there it could be read, and when
read necessarily commanded belief. Unfortunately
—or fortunately—it was not there. In Mr. Booth s
case there is no question that the 250 acrostic or
cryptic signatures of Francis Bacon and others,
which he detcdts in a variety of works from the
' Shepherd's Calendar' to the * Nova Solyma,' are
actually there: the only possible dispute is how
they got there. Upon this point Mr. Booth is
perfe&ly frank. ' I t must not be forgotten,' he
writes (p. 20), * that, though acrostics can be pro-
duced by intention, . . . the same acrostics may
be the result of chance. It will remain for the
reader to determine how far the same rare accidents
may be expedled to recur . . .' * Except in so far
as the word ' rare' begs the question, this passage
puts the case with perfect fairness. No doubt
Mr. Booth is in his heart convinced that an un-
prejudiced inquiry can only result in one answer
being given to the question. So am I—only the
answer I expert, is probably not that anticipated
1
 Lest I be accused of misrepresentation, I will finish Mr.
Booth's sentence in a note. It runs: ' . . . expected to recur
with a remarkably definite frequency in the same book, and in
corresponding places in that book.' His examples, however, are
drawn from a large variety of books, and from many different parts
of them.
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420 ANOTHER BACONIAN CIPHER.
by Mr. Booth. It appears in the course of the
very reasonable chapters in which he has expounded
his views on ciphers in general, that he regards the
arguments formerly advanced in this place against
Mrs. Gallop's claims as conclusive. I can hardly
hope to convince him that, as I believe, the results
of his own labour and ingenuity are no less imagin-
ary, but at least I hope that I may be able to put
my own views with as much courtesy and modera-
tion as he has advanced his.
Now let us get at close quarters. What is the
method of Mr. Booth's cipher, or hidden acrostic,
as he calls it ? I will describe it first in its simplest
and most rigorous form, and in order to get away
from any possible prejudice attaching to Mr.
Booth's applications, I will select an example of my
own from a remote field of literature. Let Iulius
Caesar be the name to be hidden. Then the
passage hiding it must begin with I and end with
R, and the intermediate letters must not only
include all the letters of the name in their proper
order, but so arranged that if you begin with the
I, proceed to the next V, then to the next L, and
so on, the R at the end of' Caesar' will bring you
to the R at the end ot the passage, thus ' keying'
the signature. For example:
IVNXIT LILIVU ROSA CAECO COMPMSSV AMOR
It will be evident that in this strict form at any
rate the acrostic is not very likely to occur by
chance. If we take at random any passage having
I and R for its extreme letters, or terminals, the
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probability is that it will either not contain the
other necessary letters at all, or only in the wrong
order, while on the other hand if we select a passage
meeting all the other demands of the cipher, it
does not follow that it will * key,' as in the follow-
ing case:
Is QVOQVE QVI ORACILI CIBVS BST IN CORPORE SVMOS
NON A L I T OFFICIO CORPVS INANE S V O
SED VIGILO VIGILENTQVB MEI SINE FINE DOLORES
QVOQVE IER.IT Q V A S R A S QVI FVIT ANTE COLOR
where the R of (Caesar' coincides with the R in
* quaeras,' instead of the R at the end of * color.'
Nevertheless, it may so happen that a chance
passage will contain the acrostic exactly, and have
all the appearance of being intentional, as witness
these four lines from the Pontine epistles of Ovid
(II. ii. 69-72):
INCOLVMIS CONIVNX SVA PVLVINARIA SERVAT
PROMOVET IMPERIVM FILIVS AVSONIVM
PRAETERIT IPSE SVO3 ANIMO OERMANLCVS ANNOS
NEC VIGOR EST DRVSI NOBILITATE MINOR
Now the first thing I wish to observe is this,
that the cipher I have just described is not properly
speaking a cipher at all Indeed, Mr. Booth him-
self describes it as a hidden acrostic, but he has
much to say of its connection with ciphers and
ciphering, and appears to have overlooked an im-
portant distinction which really serves to remove
it to a totally different category. It is, he in-
forms us (p. 21), 'a plain variant of the simple
acrostic which can be seen on page 55, and is an
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422 ANOTHER BACONIAN CIPHER.
equally plain variant of the well-known cipher
method to be seen on page 63.' The example on
p. 55 is an ordinary acrostic in which the initial
letters of each line of a poem spell a name. That
on p. 63 is the equally familiar cipher in which
the initial letters of the words (in this particular
case of alternate words) form the cryptic message.
What is common to, and distinctive of, these two
methods, as well as every other conceivable method,
of cipher or cryptic writing, is that they presuppose
a key, by the knowledge of which the hidden
message may be with certainty extracted. In
Mr. Booth's acrostics the only key is the hidden
message itself. They can, he says (p. 20),' be pro-
duced by intention, and by exa£t methods which I
shall exhibit,' and he fulfils his promise. But he no-
where shows us the necessary correlative, the exa£t
methods by which the acrostic, once inserted, can
be again extracted. The reason is that no such
method exists; the decipherer has to rely on guess-
work. Thus for purposes of correspondence, the
only purpose for which Bacon and his contempo-
raries seriously interested themselves in such devices,
these hidden acrostics are useless. Suppose that in
a moment of quite unreasonable irritation I wished,
while safeguarding myself from a possible aft ion for
libel, to convey to a correspondent the informa-
tion that ' Mr. Booth is mad.' And suppose that
for the purpose I hid my message in the following
elegant sentence:
MERRILY DANCED THE COW-BOY O N T H E GRAYISH-BLUE
MARKINGS Or THE VELD.
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Of course, I should send the sentence without
any distinction of type, in the course of an ordinary
letter. * Merrily danced the cow-boy on the
grayish-blue markings of the veld'! The words
might be trusted to arrest my correspondent's
attention, and we will suppose that he knew he
had to look out for this particular acrostic cipher.
Would he be able to extract my message? It is
hardly likely. After puzzling over the various
possibilities of cryptic words with the terminals
M and D, he would probably conclude that I had
sent him the valuable information that:
MERRILY DANCED THE COW-BOY ON THE GRAYISH-BLUE
MARKINGS OF T H E VELD.
* My dog barked!' And if he got so far as to dis-
cover a possible alternative reading in * My dog is
mad'—well, it might save me from the visit of an
infuriated man who considered I had wasted his
time with a singularly foolish joke.
Of course, Mr. Booth is perfectly aware of all
this; indeed, he seems to regard the uncertain and
what I may call the quasi-fortuitous character of
the acrostics as a merit, enabling the cipherer, if
challenged, to repudiate what he ' could say truth-
fully might be the result of chance.' The point
that I wish to bring out is that the many interest-
ing examples of ciphers which he quotes from
early works, both technical and literary, and the
many important passages he adduces to show the
interest taken in ciphers by Bacon and his con-
temporaries, are all alike irrelevant, because they
refer to a wholly different class of composition.
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He is here at a serious disadvantage compared to
Mrs. Gallop, who claimed to be applying what
everyone admitted was Bacon's own peculiar
cipher. Mr. Booth has nowhere shown that
either • Bacon or anyone of his time ever dreamed
of these hidden acrostics, nor has he offered any
reason for supposing that had he been able to
expound his method to Bacon himself, that great
man would not have brushed aside the conceit
with as much impatience as lesser men are likely
to do to-day.
I have above admitted that in its simplest and
most rigorous form it is unlikely that the acrostic
should be seriously dependent on chance. Suppos-
ing that each 01 the Pontine Epistles began or
ended with a quatrain such as I have quoted above;
or supposing that every time Virgil began a line of
the * Aeneid' with the letter A, the name * Augustus'
brought us to an S at the end of the next line, one
would without hesitation pronounce the acrostics
to be intentional. But the signatures discovered
by Mr. Booth are far indeed from being of this
simple and rigorous type. I must try to explain
in some detail the methods upon which he has
proceeded.
To begin with, he follows the letters of the text
in which the acrostic is supposed to be concealed,
not, as a rule, in the natural order as read, but as
what he calls a * string of letters,' that is, reading,
say, the first line to' the right, the second to the
left, the third to the right again, and so on. Of
course, there is no reason why the cipherer should
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ANOTHER BACONIAN CIPHER. 425
not have adopted this method, though it undoubt-
edly introduced certain complications into his task,
which need not be discussed here. But there is,
so far as I can see, no particular virtue in this
'string' method, and if anybody likes to work out a
conflicting series of acrostics by reading the letters
in the habitual fashion, he will be able to claim for
his results precisely the same amount of authority
as Mr. Booth.
Next, Mr. Booth by no means always reads on
every letter when following out his signature. As
he explains, it is possible to read in many different
ways. For instance, we may read on initial letters
only, or on terminals (first and last letters), or on
capitals. Or, discarding the * string,' we may read
on the outside letters of a page or stanza, or on the
'overhanging' (i.e. non-indented) initials of a poem.
There is, so far as I am aware, no reason why we
should not read on alternate letters, or end letters
of words, or on all italic letters, or in half a dozen
other different ways. Mr. Booth has recorded no
acrostics constructed on these methods; probably
he has not sought them: I have little doubt they
could be found.
Then again, Mr. Booth's signatures by no means
always, or even usually, run from the first letter of
the passage to the last. They may run from the
last letter of the first line of a stanza, paragraph, or
page, to the first letter of the last line; from the
first of the first, to the first of the last; from the
last of the first, to the last of the last; from the
first letter of the last word of the last line, to the
first letter of the last word of the first line; from
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any outside letter round the margin, and back to
the letter next to that on which it started; from
the initial of any line throughout the passage, and
back to the initial of the next line; and in many
other ways: in short, from any conceivably signifi-
cant position to any other. Or two signatures
(say, Francisco and Bacono) may start from different
points, more or less prominent, and meet on the
same letter in the body of the text. Further-
more, the signature may be spelt backwards, for
it by no means follows that because an acrostic
will work in one direction it will also work in the
other.
Now these extensions of the method profoundly
modify the part which chance may be expected to
play in the result. Supposing, to take the concrete
case before us, that we are searching for cryptic
signatures of Bacon in the collection of plays pub-
lished in 1623 with Shakespeare's name upon the
title-page. We have, to begin with, a number of
different names which may possibly be concealed :
Bacon, Francis Bacon, Verulam, St. Albans, any of
these will, of course, be good signatures. Then
some latitude of spelling is to be allowed: St.
Alban and St. Albans are both'found in autograph
letters; if Francis will not * key/ perhaps Frauncis
or Franciscus will. If any words are included in
the signature beyond the actual names, the latitude
in this respect will be considerably extended.
Often one and the same passage will offer several
possible pairs of letters sufficiently conspicuous to
be used as terminals. If the signature will not
* key ' reading to the right, it may reading to the
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left; if not forwards, possibly backwards; if not on
all letters, perhaps on terminals; and so forth.
The number of alternatives open to a skilful de-
cipherer is almost unlimited, but with every fresh
alternative which is admitted as legitimate the door
is opened yet wider for the element of chance.
After carefully studying Mr. Booth's method, and
witnessing with something like amazement the
ingenuity with which he applies i t ; after, more-
over, a good many clumsy attempts of my own to
follow in his footsteps;. my wonder is, not that his
industry should have been rewarded by the dis-
covery of two hundred and fifty acrostic signatures
drawn from almost the whole field of what we
roughly term Elizabethan literature, but rather that
he should have been content to rest his case upon
so comparatively moderate a number.
I have so far based my description of Mr. Booth's
methods upon the account which he himself gives
of them in the first part of his work. I hope that
I have succeeded in avoiding any serious misrepre-
sentation, while at the same time endeavouring to
show that a far larger opening has been left for
chance than Mr. Booth is apparently aware.
But this is by no means all. When we come to
examine the signatures themselves, we find Mr.
Booth—or, of course, the cipherer—allowing him-
self all sorts of liberties, for which the rules set out
in his chapter on method left us almost wholly
unprepared. I will admit at once that I have not
worked through the whole of his two hundred and
fifty signatures, but I have carefully examined the
first fifty, together with a few individual ones later
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on. Upon these I base my further account of the
methods employed.
The crux of the whole matter is the question as
to when a signature can be regarded as satisfactorily
* keyed.' The practical way in which the de-
cipherer works, if he wishes to find signatures of
Francis Bacon, is to look out for a promising
beginning, a conspicuous F, B, or N. He then
tries a signature, Francis Bacon, Bacon, Bacono,
Nocab, Nocab Sicnarf, and so on, reading to right,
to left, on all letters, on terminals, on initials, etc.,
until he finds the last letter bringing him to some
point on the page which can be regarded as con-
spicuous, or significant in some way or other.
There are also, as we shall see later on, a number
of minor ways in which the incidence of the letters
can be modified. The real point, however, is the
degree of prominence to be demanded of the
terminals upon which the signature 'keys.' And
this is just the point in which, it seems to me, Mr.
Booth's methods leave a good deal to be desired.
Take such a case as that of the signature recorded
on p. 570, as found in Jonson's Epigram LVI in the
1616 folio. Beginning on the initial F of the first
word of the last line, Mr. Booth reads a name
which he spells 'Ffrauncis Bacon,' and ends on the
N in the title ' On Poet-Ape.' Not only is there
nothing conspicuous about this N, but it happens
to be of a rather particularly modest and retiring
nature, being a small capital flanked by two large
ones. In the signature which he numbers 26,
again, Mr. Booth allows himself to begin on the
wholly inconspicuous word * for ' in the first line of
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Shakespeare's 71st sonnet, for no better reason than
that it contains the only F in the line. In signa-
ture 28, found in the 11 ith sonnet, his only excuse
for ending on the equally inconspicuous F of the
word * friend,' is that it is the last F in the sonnet.
Had there been another Mr. Booth would, of course,
have adopted his favourite spelling * Ffrauncis,'
and been equally well satisfied. At the foot of
p. 139 a signature is given which begins vaguely
in the middle of a running-title. A particularly
flagrant case is signature 1 o, occurring in a longish
poem the first and last words of which begin with
the letter N. Mr. Booth first draws attention to
the fadt that near the middle occurs what he calls
a 'monogram of capitals.' The beginnings of
certain lines run as follows:
p. and thus present Bacon's initials twice
. over. He then proceeds to read
P from the N at the beginning of the
j ^ poem, on initials, spelling Nocab, and
P arrives at the B of the first 'But' of
°g the monogram. Then turning to the
H ,/ N with which the last word of the
poem begins, he again reads on initials,
this time backwards, spelling Nocab, and arrives—
no, he does not arrive, as he obviously should, on
the B of the second * But,' but on the wholly in-
conspicuous B of ' By * in the line above, which
forms no part of the monogram with which he
started. And yet he calmly regards the acrostic as
' keyed'! It would be easy to multiply instances
of the sort, and it is really not unfair to say that
any excuse is regarded as good enough for the
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selection of a terminal which happens to fit the
acrostic. The evidential value of such signatures
is, of course, absolutely nil.
There are various other liberties which the
cipherer—or decipherer—has allowed himself, and
which I will formulate in a series of supplementary
rules, adding in each case a reference to the passage
whence they are deduced.
1. When reading on terminals we have the
choice, in any signature, of regarding words divided
by a hyphen as either one or two (p. 36, cf. Nos.
5 and 12).
2. Stage directions may be included or excluded
at will (p. 42), so may words within parentheses
(No. 2).
3. Large initial letters may be used or disregarded
according to convenience (No. 20).
4. The letters c v ' and * u ' though usually to be
regarded as interchangeable, may, if convenient, be
distinguished according to the modern usage (No.
31). N. B.—It is inconceivable that an Elizabethan
cipherer should make this distinction.
5. We are at liberty to disregard any final -e
that interferes with the acrostic, and may, for
instance, * key' a signature on the F of' chiefe' and
the N of'owne' (No. 242, also Nos. 32, 33, etc.).
6. We may use as terminals of an acrostic any
letters, however inconspicuous, provided they can
be regarded as forming part of a monogram (No.
14, cf. No. 10).
7. We may, if convenient, include letters wholly
disconnected with the text, such as printers' • sig-
natures' (Nos. 15 and 17).
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With all these licences the game really becomes
too easy to be amusing. In many cases, to read
Mr. Booth's acrostics is like watching a bad
patience player who is continually cheating against
chance.
But I have said enough now of Mr. Booth's
methods and must turn to his results. Of course
this cipher-work requires care, and care in plenty
Mr. Booth has bestowed upon i t ; but it also
requires knowledge and intimate acquaintance with
the habits and customs of the time. In this respcft
the searcher's equipment should be perfe6t if he is
to avoid the pitfalls which lie everywhere on his
road. I have already mentioned a little matter of
* u ' and * v,' which will at once rouse the suspicion
of anyone familiar with Elizabethan typography;
but I do not wish to labour the point as it affe&s
(I believe) only one of Mr. Booth's signatures.
But there was another insignificant little flaw in his
knowledge, through which, by the irony of fate, he
has given his case away pretty completely. The
success of a great number of Mr. Booth's acrostics
depends on our spelling * Francis' as * Brands.'
Now he can, of course, point to plenty of autograph
signatures in which this form occurs; but these
have nothing to do with the case. As every
palaeographer knows, the sign which looks like
* ff,' and is usually so rendered in modern * diplo-
matic ' texts, did not stand for • f f'—still less for
* Ff'—but was merely a scribal form of the
majuscule F. In sixteenth and seventeenth century
type F is the invariable form; * ff' as a majuscule
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is unknown; *FP would be a monstrosity. So
long as he continued to write it, no educated
person ever regarded this ' ff' as constituting two
letters, but one, and one only; and it would, there-
fore, have been impossible that the idea of count-
ing the F at the beginning of Francis twice over
should ever have entered into the head of an
Elizabethan cipherer. It is as certain as any
historical fact can be that the signatures involving
the spelling * ffrancis' were not inserted in the text
during the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries.
A considerable proportion, therefore, of the
signatures discovered by Mr. Booth must be ruled
out as either too vague to possess evidential value,
or as inconsistent with contemporary custom.
When, however, all deductions have been made,
we are left with a fair number of quite good
acrostics, and some even startlingly good. There is
a charming neatness about the signature (No. 89)
in the famous lines so dear to Baconians:
But since he cannot, Reader, looke
Not on his Pi&ure, but his booke.
• Begin to read from the initial B of the word
" But" ; to the right, and back on the next line;
on all the letters of the words; spelling BACON,
you will arrive at the initial N of the word " Not,"
thus keying the signature.' This acrostic also
works backwards.
We thus come back to the fundamental question
as to the part played by chance in the production
of these acrostics. It is, of course, at bottom a
mathematical question, but since the data arc tar
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too complicated for direct mathematical treatment,
we must seek some indirect method of approach.
For my own part, I naturally claim all the * ffrancis'
acrostics as demonstrably the result of chance, and
these are sufficient in number to invalidate the
whole structure; but as this depends on a technical
question upon which I can only appeal to the
evidence of experts, the ordinary reader may be
forgiven if he feels a little sceptical concerning it,
and I will not press the matter. I think, however,
that if it can be shown that the passages selected
by Mr. Booth as containing signatures of Bacon
contain those of other persons as well, and that
Baconian signatures similar to those he has detected
occur in books printed before Bacon was born;
it will have to be admitted that chance plays
a considerable part in their production. I will
even say that unless it is possible to do this we
shall be critically bound to accept at any rate a
large proportion of the acrostics published by Mr.
Booth as the result not of chance, but of design,
together with whatever their genuineness may be
held to imply.
Now a good many of the passages cited by Mr.
Booth as containing signatures of Francis Bacon
reveal other names as well to a very casual inspection.
If the terminals of the dedication of * Venus and
Adonis' (p. 125), read from left-bottom to right-
top corner, yield the name Frauncis Bacon, read in
the natural order from left-top to right-bottom
corner they equally yield that of Robert Dabourn.
On p. 249 Mr. Booth is extracting an elaborate
*• X FF
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signature read on capitals only, but he has neglected
the heading to the page. Taking this into account
and reading from the B at the left-bottom corner
to the T at the right-top corner, we get the name
Beamont, a variant of Francis Beaumont's signa-
ture. It would be easy to go on, for there are
probably few if any of the passage cited by Mr.
Booth in which a patience and ingenuity equal to
his own could not find alternative signatures. But
I will confine myself here to the consideration of
two acrostics of special interest.
If there was one person more than another who
had a passion for contributing commendatory verses
on every possible occasion after the seventeenth
century had attained its majority, it was the brilliant
young Cambridge wit Thomas Randolph, and
although he was only eighteen at the time of the
original publication, it must have often occurred to
readers to wonder why no lines of his were prefixed
to the first, or indeed to any other, Shakespeare
folio. But if we turn to the verses facing the title-
page, we find his familiar initials conspicuous in the
heading: ' T o the Reader.' Following this hint
we begin to read from this R, to the right, down-
wards, on initials, ' stringwise,' till the H at the
end of Randolph brings us to the H at the beginning
of the last words, 'his Booke.' 'T . Randolph (h)is
Booke'!' The mystery is solved. Randolph wrote
no commendatory verses because he was himself
1
 Lest this manner of reading an acrostic be thought illegitimate,
I would refer to p. 246 of Mr. Booth's work, where, reading on
capitals only, he allows the signature, «NOCABSICNARFrom
mv lodging in London,' etc.
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the author of the plays in question. Truly a
remarkable performance for a youth of eighteen.
I think it will be generally admitted that if the
Shakespearian authorship of the plays is a myth,
and the name of the true author to be revealed only
by a diligent search for cryptic signatures, the one
signature that must not occur is that of William
Shakespeare. How do the facts stand? In the
epilogue to the 'Tempest,' reproduced by Mr.
Booth on p. 61, he finds the acrostic signature
Francisco Bacono. It is not a good signature,
because all the terminals are absolutely inconspicu-
ous. What other acrostic does the epilogue con-
tain ? Disregarding (as Mr. Booth has taught us
to do at will) the large initial N, it will be seen
that the first and last couplets of the poem are
indented. The initials now run: ~
leaving the W and M in conspicuous -
positions. Begin on the W and read on »^
all capitals throughout the lines, spelling
Wiliam, and you arrive at the before- , ,
mentioned M. (Observe, in passing, that .
a perfectly insignificant ' L e t ' has been y
given a capital letter for no imaginable
reason except that it was needed for the acrostic.)
So far, so good; but the occurrence of the name
William only serves to arouse our curiosity. Where
are we to look for another clue ? for a spell, in faft,
that shall unbind the hidden writing, and release
the author's secret? Obviously in the passage in
which the poet bids you 'by your Spell, But
release me from my bands'! Follow his hint, and
begin to read from the S of the word ' Spell,' at the
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end of the eighth line, upwards (so as to escape
the ' bands'), to the left, on all letters, till you have
spelt the name Shakespeare, and you will arrive at
the E of the word ' true' at the end of the fifth
line above. Is it not perfectly evident that if you
1
 spell true' the acrostic here is not • Francisco
Bacono,' but ' Wiliam Shakespeare' ?'
I will now leave the books dealt with by Mr.
Booth, and turn to the first collected edition of
Chaucer's works, printed in London in 1532, by a
little-known printer Thomas Godfray. Prefixed to
the volume is an unsigned address to the king,
which runs into six columns of type. Into this
address the printer has woven an elaborate acrostic.
It runs from the initial T of' To,' the first word or
the heading, to the right, downwards, on all the
letters, but reversing when it comes to the last
line, so as to finish on the final letter of the word
'Amen ' with which the address closes. The
following is the remarkable statement it contains:
* These ensuing works heretofore ascribed to the
industry of Master Geofrey Chaucer and now for
the first time collected under his name as though
by him indeed composed and imprinted in London
by the care of Master Thomas Godfray this year of
grace MDXXXII are in truth such as shall hereafter
spring from the fertile genius of one who shall bear
1
 Lest this punning on the word ' Spell' should appear to some
fantastic, let me quote one sentence from Mr. Booth (p. 144).
< As a working hypothesis I shall pay attention to the large cipher
O in the monogram L£; for to a man playing with the appear-
ances of words as well as their meaning, it is possible that the
words LJS51 may have been chosen to mean " Looke ON Now ";
a lso"Lo!"'
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the famous honourable and never to be forgotten
name of Maister or Sir Francese Bacan.' It is
perhaps not strange that the prophetic cipherer
should have been a little vague as to the spelling of
the author's name; it may, however, be nothing
more than a slip, for it is noticeable that if the
cipher be read backwards the name will be found
to be corredlly spelt * Nocab.' I am also encour-
aged in this belief by the fa6t that another acrostic
in the same address contains the name in the usual
spelling. This acrostic runs from the large initial
A immediately following the heading, to the right,
downwards, as before, but this time on the terminal
letters of words only, to the final N of ' Amen,'
and contains the following corroborative statement:
' Author of the poems and other elegant works im-
printed in this volume and here by subtlety ascribed
to one Chaucer clerk of London is in truth and
fayth Francis Bacon.' "These acrostics were, of
course, the work of the printer, not the poet.
Later on, however, we find a remarkable example
of their combined efforts. It occurs on p. 792 (of
the Oxford Press facsimile) in what is almost the
last poem of Chaucer's in the volume: an envoy to
the king. The lines run thus:
O conquerour of Brutes Albyon
Which that by lyne and free eleftion
Ben very kyng this to you I [s]ende
And ye that may all harmes amende
Haue mynde vpon my supplycation.
The apostrophe, 'O conquerour of Brutes Albyon,'
was intended by the poet as a heading, and stands
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outside his acrostic, which runs through the four
remaining lines. Notice that the first and last of
these end with N, while the middle line of the
stanza begins with B. Start from this middle B
and read to the right, downwards, on all the letters,
spelling Bacon, and you arrive at the final N of
* supplycation' at the end of the fifth line. Start
again from the same middle B and read to the left,
upwards, on all the letters, spelling Bacon, and you
arrive at the final N of' election' at the end of the
second line. This is quite a satisfactory Baconian
signature, and is obviously due to the author.
The printer has, nevertheless, endeavoured to im-
prove upon it. It will have been noticed above
that I have printed the first letter of the word
* sende' in brackets. In the original it is misprinted
* f.' This, of course, at once catches the eye, and
raises a suspicion. Begin to read from this F, to
the left, upwards, on all the letters spelling Fran-
cisco, and you arrive at the initial O of * O con-
querour,' the words with which the stanza begins.
The volume includes near the end some memor-
ial verses to Caxton, for whom, as his predecessor
in Chaucerian printing, Godfray evidently enter-
tained a profound respect. Well he might, for
Caxton, too, was in the secret, and passed it
on to his disciple Wynkyn de Worde. Both
knew that the poems passing under the name
of Chaucer—aye, and of Lydgate, too—were in
reality—what shall we call them? — ante-natal
works of Francis Bacon's. Perhaps it was a case
of metempsychosis. Caxton, of course, printed
the 'Canterbury Tales,' but he also printed some
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of Chaucer's smaller works as separate pamphlets.
Among them was * Anelida and Arcite,' a copy of
which is in the Cambridge University Library,
and has been published in facsimile. It is a little
disconcerting to find the first stanza containing an
obvious acrostic (reading on all letters from first to
last), 'Thomas Hey wood authore.' But most
likely the acrostic was inserted to give Bacon a
means of escape if he should ever be accused
of the authorship. The second stanza, however,
begins with the letter F, which looks more promis-
ing. Begin to read from this F, to the right,
downward, on terminals only, spelling Francisco,
and you will arrive at the ligatured CO (treated
together as one terminal letter) of ' corynne,.' the
last word of the third stanza and of the page.
Now proceed to the third stanza, which con-
veniently begins with the letter B. Start on this
B and read as before, to the right, downwards, on
terminals, spelling Bacon, and you will arrive at
the final N (disregarding the -e as Mr. Booth has
taught us to do) of this same word • corynne.'
This is a quite satisfactory signature, Francisco
Bacon; the Latin termination, as is often the case,
being added to the personal name only. At the
end of the volume again, immediately above the
explicit, is the envoy to the king, that we have
already met in Godfray's collection, and containing
the same acrostic of Bacon, though as it lacks the
misprint not, of course, that of Francisco.
Another of these little Caxton pamphlets pre-
served at Cambridge contains Lydgate's poem of
the ' Churl and the Bird.' The last stanza contains
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an address to his 'little quire,' which he bids go
humbly to his * Master' and
Beseke hym lowly of mercy And pyte
Of thy rude makyNg tO haue Compassion
The ' Master' is ostensibly Chaucer, but in view of
the acrostic revealed in these lines by the letters I
have printed in capitals, another interpretation is
obviously suggested. Yet another tract in the
same collection contains Lydgate's poem, or treatise
as it is called, of the • Horse, the Sheep, and the
Goose,' printed by Caxton's successor de Worde.
The first stanza runs as follows:
Ontreuersyes / plees and dyscordes
fl Bytwene persones were two or thre
fl Sought out the groundes by recordes
T^ This was the custome of antyquyte
^ luges were sette / that hadde auctoryte
^ The caas conceyued standynge IndyfFerent
% Bytwene partyes to gyue Iugement
Here is something distinctly promising for our
present 'controversy,' offering patient 'judgement'
in a difficult ' case.' Observe that the first line—
a sort of heading, ' Controversies, Pleas, and Dis-
cords'—begins with a large initial which sets it
apart from t^he rest, which are, moreover, linked
together as it were by the use of a sort of index
mark at the beginning of each. We concentrate
our attention on these, and notice that the first
and last begin with the word * Bytwene,' and
that this word (disregarding, as we have been
taught, the final -e) begins with the letter B and
ends with the letter N. Start, therefore, from the
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B of the first * Bytwene,' and read to the right,
downwards, on the terminals, spelling Bacon, and
you will arrive at the final N of the second
c
 Bytwen(e).' Start again from the initial B of this
second ' Bytwene,' and read to the right, upwards,
on the terminals, spelling Bacon, and you will
arrive at the final N of the first lBytwen(e).'
Obviously, therefore, there is a cryptic signature of
Bacon 'between' these well marked points. But
this is not all. Begin once more on the B of the
first ' Bytwene' and read to the right, downwards,
this time on all the letters, spelling Bacon, and you
will arrive at the N of the word ' antyquyte' in
the middle line of the stanza. Begin again on the
B of the second * Bytwene,' and read to the right,
upwards, on all the letters, spelling Bacon, and you
will arrive at the same N of * antyquyte,' thus
finally keying the acrostic. Is there a better signa-
ture than this to be found in Mr. Booth's collec-
tion?
Mr. Booth admits that chance as well as design
can produce these acrostics. He will, no doubt,
assign those here adduced to the former agency—
which is, of course, exadlly what I am arguing.
But if mine, why not his also ? He will, I sup-
pose, point with complacent assurance to his two
hundred and fifty instances, beside my paltry half
dozen. To which, however, it should be a suffi-
cient reply that he has probably spent more months
in the chase than I have hours, that in the course
of my own modest search I have found quite a
proportionate number, and that there is no con-
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ceivable reason why I should not go on finding them
indefinitely at the same rate.
I have been told, I know not with what truth,
that Mr. Booth began working out acrostic signa-
tures of Francis Bacon in Shakespeare's plays as a
joke, for the amusement merely of his private
friends, that as he proceeded he became more and
more astonished at the signatures he obtained, and
finally ended by accepting his results in all serious-
ness. If so, it is a thousand pities that, before
yielding his judgement captive to the supposed
evidence, it did not occur to him to test the
validity of his methods by the simple process I
have here applied, that namely of trying whether,
using the same methods, it was not equally possible
to extract signatures from works with which Bacon
obviously cannot have been concerned. Had such
a test been honestly applied, the present volume
would never have been written. I can hardly
hope now to convince him of the real position of
affairs, but if what I have said above should make
him pause before extracting for publication—as he
easily might—another and yet larger collection of
acrostics—well, I shall not have wholly wasted my
editor's space and my readers' patience.
W. W. GREG.
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